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Analysis of storm rainfall-runoff data is essential to improve our understanding of catchment hydrology and to
validate models supporting hydrological planning. In a context of climate change, statistical and process-based
models are helpful to explore different scenarios which might be represented by simple parameters such as
volumetric runoff coefficient.

In this work, rainfall-runoff event datasets collected at 17 rural catchments in the Iberian Peninsula were
studied. The objectives were: i) to describe hydrological patterns/variability of the relation rainfall-runoff; ii) to
explore different methodologies to quantify representative volumetric runoff coefficients.

Firstly, the criteria used to define an event were examined in order to standardize the analysis. Linear re-
gression adjustments and statistics of the rainfall-runoff relations were examined to identify possible common
patterns. In addition, a principal component analysis was applied to evaluate the variability among catchments
based on their physical attributes. Secondly, runoff coefficients at event temporal scale were calculated following
different methods. Median, mean, Hawkins′ graphic method (Hawkins, 1993), reference values for engineering
project of Prevert (TRAGSA, 1994) and the ratio of cumulated runoff and cumulated precipitation of the event
that generated runoff (Rcum) were compared. Finally, the relations between the most representative volumetric
runoff coefficients with the physical features of the catchments were explored using multiple linear regressions.

The mean volumetric runoff coefficient in the studied catchments was 0.18, whereas the median was 0.15,
both with variation coefficients greater than 100%. In 6 catchments, rainfall-runoff linear adjustments presented
coefficient of determination greater than 0.60 (p < 0.001) while in 5, it was lesser than 0.40. The slope of the linear
adjustments for agricultural catchments located in areas with the lowest annual precipitation were between 0.15
and 0.34, whereas for the catchments located in humid areas with rangeland and forest as main land-use, higher
slope variability was found. This tendency was also observed on the results of the principal components analysis,
which allowed grouping agricultural catchments by variation ranges of runoff coefficients.

Finally, volumetric runoff coefficients obtained by Hawkins′ method and Rcum minimized the root mean
square error. Both coefficients were well correlated, however, Rcum is easier to calculate because no graphical
interpretation is needed. Rcum was also well reproduced by a multiple linear regression depending on the



catchment annual precipitation, drainage area and mean slope. Because slope gradient indirectly represents land
uses, being agricultural areas usually located in flatter areas, runoff travel times and rainfall regime were enough
to discriminate hydrological response differences in the catchments.
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